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This week centred on materiality and immateriality, relating it to the concepts of authenticity,
authority and appropriation in the context of cultural heritage. The literature that formed a basis
for this week’s discussion consisted of two texts: Negotiating Authentic Objects and Authentic
Selves by Sian Jones and The tautology of 'Intangible values' and the misrecognition of
intangible cultural heritage by Laurajane Smith and Gary Campbell. Taking place in the
Openluchtmuseum in Arnhem, we had a lecture from Hans Piena focusing on deaccessioning,
which also explored other ideas relating to the appropriation of objects and cultural
phenomena. Dr Marlous van den Akker from the Dutch Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage
also delivered a lecture, speaking on the centre’s approach towards safeguarding and active
preservation of intangible cultural heritage. After these lectures, we were shown the outdoor
space of the museum, and spent time learning about revived cultural practices in the saw mill
with Mark den Boer and then in the ship building workshop with Maik Overbosch.

These demonstrations that we have seen show examples of cultural practices that were
endangered, but that have been preserved and are now seen as cultural traditions that are
valuable and worth cherishing.

During our presentation of the readings, we facilitated a discussion that surfaced several
important points. The discussion, based on the reading by Sian Jones, of authenticity and
specifically, the methods to identify an object as authentic put the materialistic vs.
constructivist dichotomy into perspective. This topic presented an open ended question of how
we are expected to place authentic value on objects. On one hand, the value is granted to
objects with personal cultural importance. On the other, the value is placed on those materials
that are of direct origin and educational. A few examples were mentioned such as designer
bags, a plastic bag, and a couple of the heirlooms we brought into the first class. This
discussion highlighted the essential theme that authenticity is a social construct and that
beauty and value is truly in the eye of the beholder. Ultimately, we determine authenticity based
on our personal relationship with the object. Museums and curators aim to produce personal
connections between the art and the viewer to establish authentic value in the exhibits.
However in their strive for authenticity museums can only focus on one (or a limited amount) of
aspects of the object.
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The Saw Mill at the Openluchtmuseum
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This is Maik Overbosch, the shipbuilder at the Dutch Open Air museum standing in front of his
workshop. This workshop used to be located along the former ‘Zuiderzee’ (South Sea), but was
closed after the enclosing of the Zuiderzee. As a result the workshop was closed and brought
to the museum. In this workshop they aim to follow the traditional way of shipbuilding, with the
traditional tools included. Behind Maik we can see a traditional ship that is being built. It is built
by using wood produced by the mill across the pond, thus following the same path of tradition.
However, the process could not escape modernity's grasp completely. They have updated their
use of nails, which were prone to decay, and switched them to a stainless steel alternative,
although they look identical. Therefore it is the perfect embodiment of this week’s theme;
Heritage and Authenticity.
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This is the shipbuilder at the Dutch Open Air museum standing in front of his workshop. This
workshop used to be located along the former ‘Zuiderzee’ (South Sea), but was closed after
the enclosing of the Zuiderzee. As a result the workshop was closed and brought to the
museum. In this workshop they aim to follow the traditional way of shipbuilding, with the
traditional tools included. Behind Maik we can see a traditional ship that is being built. It is built
by using wood produced by the mill across the pond, thus following the same path of tradition.
However, the process could not escape modernity's grasp completely. They have updated their
use of nails, which were prone to decay, and switched them to a stainless steel alternative,
although they look identical. Therefore it is the perfect embodiment of this week’s theme;
Heritage and Authenticity.


